Leavis excluded both Fielding and Richardson from the great tradition of E nglish novelists, partially salvaging the latter 'as a major fact in the background of Jane Austen', echoing the well-worn cliche that Richardson, while strong in his 'analysis of emotional and moral states', is limited in his range and makes undue demands on the reader's rime and attention. 4 In (1984) agreed on the misogyny of the critical tradition on this topic. One of the consequences of feminist critical interest in Richardson in the 1970s and 1980s was the move away from emphas ising his 'feminine' sensibilities to gauging rhe extent of his 'feminism' -that is, whether Richardson was advocating for women's liberation from patriarchal constraints or simply reasserting the status quo, especially in light of what some critics have construed as his rigid (if not downright bigoted) religious views. During these years a convincing counter-narrative began to emerge-for example, in Jocelyn Harris's Samuel Richardson (1987)-in the portrayal of a more nuanced Richardson, whose religious views, rather than being retrograde and ' Puritan' (an erroneous label, given that he was an Anglican), were in tune with those of the early English feminist Mary Astell, whose arguments for women's equality were informed by her profound Christian faith. 6 and Janet Aikins, 'Pamela's Use of Locke's Words' (1996) .
Clarissa, however, remained at the centre of critical attention, beginning with the publication by AMS Press, in 1990, of an eight-volume reprint of the third edition of the novel (1753) , introduced by Florian Stuber, rhus launching the ambitious but ill-fared Clarissa Project. After a long hiatus, one of several volumes of contextual and critical materials plan ned for the series finally appeared: Clarissa and Her Readers: New Essays for 1he Clarissa Project Questioning the traditional assumption that 'Rich ardson turned tO letters simply as a convention for achieving dramatic immediacy', Keymer examined 'th e experience of writing in order to argue that the novels 'are preoccupied . .. by the deformations that arise from the rhetorical or performative tendencies of first-person discourse' .7 Among studies spanning all the novels, two deserve special m ention: Tassie Because of the multiplicity and complexity of his texts,' his fo rmal innovations, h is focus on rank, and his obsession w ith human sexuality, Richardson was perfectly positioned to attract attention from practitioners of the major critical trends of the twentieth century, from new critics to deconstructionists, from reader-response critics to book historians,
